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Basic Embroidery
Flower
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This project is aimed at those who have very little experience with embroidery
but would love to learn more. Month by month a new section will be worked

with step by step instructions to guide you along. Just remember that all
embroidery is just a series of marks being made upon your fabric using a needle

& thread.

To start with you will need a few materials to get started.

●  An embroidery needle - these have large eyes & sharp points, aim for a
size 8 or 9, these are good for beginners.

●  An embroidery hoop - this is not essential but good practice to get used to
using one. An 8 inch hoop will be a good general size to start with.

●  Cotton fabric of any colour of your choosing for a base

●  3 green stranded cottons for the leaves - this cotton is easily located & is
made up of 6 strands of cotton loosely twisted together.

●  3 bright colours fro the flower - these can be chosen nearer the end

●  A few brightly coloured seed (size 11) beads for the flower - these can be
chosen nearer the end

The first step is to transfer your design onto your fabric. The easiest method is to
draw the design on carefully with a pencil, this works best if using a pale fabric.
Tape the design (use the front page of the instructions) to a window then tape
your fabric over the design. The light from the window will act like a light box.
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If you decide to use a darker fabric then you will need to use the tissue paper
transfer method. This is a bit trickier so if your not that confident stick to a pale
coloured fabric & trace the outline.

Draw the design onto a piece of tissue paper then pin it to the centre of your
fabric. Using a contrasting coloured general sewing thread tack out the outline -
these stitches will come out at the end. Once the whole design is tacked out rip
off your tissue paper - the stitches marking out the design will stay in place!

One of the main rules of embroidery to remember is that all designs will have an
order of work. In general you will work from the lowest point of a design to the

uppermost. Think of it in terms of building a house, walls need foundations!
With this design the first area to be worked is the back leaf in running stitch.

As this is just your first piece you can start off with a small knot on the back of
your work - this is NOT the traditional way but for a first stitching piece it will
be fine. Use two strands of your darkest green stranded cotton.

Bring your needle up near the base of the leaf within the section to be worked &
make a small running stitch. This needs to be 2-3 mm long, then leave a gap
between that stitch & the next. The stitch looks like a line of dash marks.
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When your line of running stitch meets the overlaying
leaf stop stitching. Pick the row up again on the other
side of the leaf. The top leaf will be tackled later on.
When the stitch direction changes dramatically start a
new row of stitches - use the pictures as a guide. When
you run short on thread, weave your needle through
some of the stitches on the back of your work.  Fill in
both of the leaves with running stitch & you will be
ready for the next stitch!

These are the two samples I am working - using different backing fabrics but the
same stranded cottons on both. They will be growing along with yours. The next
stage will be uploaded the on the first Sunday of February.

Happy Stitching!


